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With big glossy eyes and soft pudgy cheeks, it's hard not to love manga chibis and critters. In this

latest addition to the Walter Foster Studio series for tweens, aspiring artists can learn all about

these cute creatures as they follow along with step-by-step drawing projects that range from a

mischievous chibi princess and a roly poly ninja to a furry manga bunny and a cuddly panda cub.

Also included is a chapter on how to render any animal or person as a "chibi-fied" character.

Instructions for adding color with markers or watercolor make this cartooning book perfect for any

tween fan of manga or anime.
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This was a gift for my 13 Year old daughter who is a Manga fan, and who draws a ton. She really

likes it and was very excited when it landed on her bed before school one morning. So excited she

was a bit late that day!A note to parents who kids are into manga...we have seen some Manga

drawing books that have adult themes in them, something we don't allow. This book is clean from all

of that, so it is age appropriate for anyone who wishes to gaze upon the pages! :)

Got this for my sister in law for xmas. She likes drawing anime and likes the "cuteness" of chibi's.

It's hard to explain how to make them myself, so I thought she'd enjoy this book as it shows how to



scale a normal sized person/ anime character to a chibi. She's sure to love this and I was elated at

how fast I received this in the mail!

I've browsed through a ton of books looking for the perfect one to teach me how to draw Chibi

characters and this one blew my expectations away by far! It has everything anyone could possibly

want to get them started and more! I HIGHLY recommend this book for the beginner to intermediate

artist looking to learn how to draw these uber cute creations.

Very large, detailed book. Definitely breaks things down with examples and art skeletons so that you

can really understand where the approaches are coming from. Which is quite possibly the one thing

I get frustrated with many art books lacking: A perspective of approach. It's great if you can teach us

how to draw all the different details, but it's still going to fall apart if we're not given details on how to

actually put it all together correctly.I previously owned Chibi and Furry Characters by Christopher

Hart, and while that book is definitely worth learning from as well, I would definitely pick this one if I

could only choose one. It's guides are a notch above in quality.

Bought this for my daughter for Christmas. She loves manga and she wanted to learn how to draw

them better. She says that they could of made the guide a little easier to follow. How to draw the

facial expressions were not explained. She would not recommend this book to beginner's.

Book just arrived today and I was very pleased it came sooner than expected. I bought this for my

12 year old granddaughter, she loves to draw. I highly recommend this book if you have someone

who is learning to draw. The book has helpful hints on shading, how to use colors, how to draw step

by step faces, bodies even how to draw clothes, furniture,cute animals, etc. I'm glad I made this

purchase.

I am an elementary school art teacher. The kid's and I love this drawing book. This summer I taught

a Manga Chibi class. A visiting mom from Australia wrote down the title and ordered it for her kids.

Very fun, comprehensive, and adorable drawing book. Well worth the cost.

My daughter LOVES this book. She started drawing characters right away and found it easy to use

the techniques to create her own designs. Now, she's drawing Chibis of all her friends. I highly

recommend for new artists and tweens who want to learn how to draw.
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